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A photo essay about insects and their crucial role in the lives
of other living things.
Discover France's enticing je ne sais quoi Whether you want
to visit fairytale châteaux, stroll amid rolling fields of
blossoming lavender or learn what makes a noble vintage,
your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience
all that France has to offer. Few countries capture the
imagination quite like France. The world-famous cuisine is as
rich and varied as the glorious landscapes, the wine as
renowned and captivating as the art. From the alpine peaks
to the Mediterranean beaches, each region has its own
robust history and lively culture waiting to inspire visitors. Our
recently updated guide brings France to life, transporting you
there like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights
and advice, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see sights,
photographs on practically every page, and our hand-drawn
illustrations which place you inside the country's iconic
buildings and neighbourhoods. You'll discover: - Our pick of
France's must-sees, top experiences, and hidden gems - The
best spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay - Detailed maps and
walks which make navigating the country easy - Easy-tofollow itineraries - Expert advice: get ready, get around, and
stay safe - Color-coded chapters to every part of France, from
Brittany to the French Alps, Provence to the Pyrénées On a
short stay? Try our DK Eyewitness guides to Paris, Provence
and the Côte d'Azur and Dordogne, Bordeaux and the
Southwest coast. Want the best of France in your pocket? Try
out Top 10 guides to Paris, Provence and the Côte d'Azur
and Normandy.
A sublimely beautiful city, Vienna emanates an indulgent
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elegance writ large in its monumental palaces, grand
boulevards, shimmering ballrooms and decadent café culture.
Your DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guide ensures you'll find
your way around Vienna with absolute ease. Our annually
updated Top 10 travel guide breaks down the best of Vienna
into helpful lists of ten - from our own selected highlights to
the best museums and galleries, places to eat and shops.
You'll discover: - Eight easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a
day-trip, a weekend, or a week - Detailed Top 10 lists of
Vienna's must-sees, including detailed breakdowns of
Stephansdom, the Hofburg, Kunsthistorisches Museum, the
Belvedere, Karlskirche, MuseumsQuartier, Staatsoper, the
Secession Building, Hundertwasserhaus and Schloss
Schönbrunn - Vienna's most interesting areas, with the best
places for shopping, dining, and sightseeing - Inspiration for
different things to enjoy during your trip - including children's
activities, things to do for free and unmissable experiences off
the beaten path - A free laminated pull-out map of Vienna,
plus five colour neighbourhood maps - Streetsmart advice:
get ready, get around, and stay safe - A lightweight format
perfect for your pocket or bag when you're on the move DK
Eyewitness Top 10s are the UK's favourite pocket guides and
have been helping travellers to make the most of their breaks
since 2002. Staying for longer and looking for a more
comprehensive guide? Try our DK Eyewitness Vienna or DK
Eyewitness Austria.
Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been offering
expert advice for all tastes and budgets for 80 years. With its
old-world charm, musical heritage, and alpine landscapes,
Vienna and Austria offer choices for every traveler. Previously
an e-book and now a print book with up-to-the-minute detail,
Fodor's Vienna & the Best of Austria captures the top
experiences and attractions throughout the country, with
intriguing features on tantalizing Austrian cuisine and wine,
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tips for finding the best ski resorts, and hikes in the pastoral
Salzkammergut region. Vienna and Austria spring to life with
classic experiences such as visiting Mozart's birthplace and
touring the famous Schonbrunn Palace. This travel guide
includes: · Dozens of maps · An 8-page color insert with a
brief introduction and spectacular photos that capture the top
experiences and attractions throughout Austria · Hundreds of
hotel and restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's Choice
designating our top picks · Multiple itineraries to explore the
top attractions and what’s off the beaten path · Major sights
such as Schonbrunn Palace, The Ringstrasse, MAK Museum,
The Salzkammergut, and The Viennese Ball · Coverage of
Vienna, Vienna Woods, Lake Neusiedl, The Danube River,
Salzburg, Eastern Alps, Salzkammergut, Carthina, Graz,
Innsbruck, Tyrol, and Vorarlberg
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Europe will lead you straight to
the best attractions this diverse continent has to offer, from
the majestic peaks of the Alps to the turquoise waters of the
Mediterranean. This newly updated guidebook is packed with
information on the culture, history, architecture, and art of the
continent, in addition to the best of Europe's gardens,
beaches, cathedrals, castles, and shopping. DK's insider
travel tips and essential local information will help you
discover Europe your way, whether you want to explore the
luscious green landscape of Ireland, relax on a beach in
Greece, or both. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Europe. Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss" destination
highlights at a glance. Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of
important sights. Floor plans and guided visitor information for
major museums. Local drink and dining specialties to try,
things to do, and places to eat, drink, and shop by area. Area
maps marked with sights. Detailed city maps include street
finder indexes for easy navigation. Insights into history and
culture to help you understand the stories behind the sights.
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Hotel and restaurant listings highlight DK Choice special
recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs,
hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate
every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Europe truly shows
you what others only tell you. Series Overview: For more than
two decades, DK Eyewitness Travel Guides have helped
travelers experience the world through the history, art,
architecture, and culture of their destinations. Expert travel
writers and researchers provide independent editorial advice,
recommendations, and reviews. With guidebooks to hundreds
of places around the globe available in print and digital
formats, DK Eyewitness Travel Guides show travelers how
they can discover more. DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: the
most maps, photographs, and illustrations of any guide.
DK Eyewitness AustriaPenguin
Your journey starts here. Featuring DK's much-loved maps
and illustrations, walks and information, plus all new, full-color
photography, this 100% updated guide to USA brings you the
best of this dynamic country in a brand-new, lightweight
format. What's inside? - full-color photography, hand-drawn
illustrations, and maps throughout - easy-to-follow walks,
drives, and itineraries - our pick of the USA's must-sees, top
experiences, and hidden gems - insider tips and information:
when to visit, how to avoid the crowds, where to capture the
perfect photo, and more - the best spots to eat, drink, shop,
and stay - an area-by-area guide covering each corner of the
USA, from New York to Nevada, Maine to Montana - expert
advice: get ready, get around, and stay safe Now in
paperback and printed on quality lightweight paper, our USA
travel guide has been redesigned with you, the traveller, in
mind, so you can take it wherever you go. Want to see more
of the USA? Try our award-winning range of DK Eyewitness
Travel Guides.
Be More Japan is a celebration of all things Japanese - from
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the country's fascinating, ancient traditions to its unique and
influential modern culture. Blending both travel information
and cultural insights into a single book, Be More Japan helps
you understand and experience the best of Japan, both at
home and abroad. Beginning with an overview of the four
seasons - a key theme in Japanese culture - you'll learn
about the festivals, food, fashion and flowers that change
throughout the year and make this country so full of fun and
variety. Then dive into the captivating culture of Japan, with
topics such as art, music, food, wellness and spirituality all
split into separate sections to help you pinpoint the areas that
interest you. Learn about the traditional skills of the tea
ceremony and calligraphy, and where you can go to see and
practice them yourself. Find out more about the country's
most popular sports and where to catch a game of baseball
or see a martial arts exposition. For pop culture fans, there
are dedicated sections on J-Pop, anime and video games,
with plenty of information on the best places to enjoy them in
Japan. And if you want to get a feel for modern Japanese
lifestyle, you'll find enough details on topics such as
transportation, karaoke, ikigai, shopping and hot springs to
help you make the most of even a short trip to Japan. You
can pick and choose what interests you to plan your perfect
trip, or explore a bit of everything to get a sense of the
essentials of Japanese life and culture. And for those who
can't make the trip to Japan, or who want to carry on the
experience when they return, there are tips and suggestions
for how to bring Japanese culture to you, and places where
you can see its influence around the world.
DK Eyewitness Vienna travel guide will lead you straight to
the best attractions this exciting city has on offer. Packed with
photographs and illustrations of Vienna the guide includes indepth coverage of Vienna’s unforgettable sights from the
grand imperial palaces and state Opera House, to the
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bohemian cafes and extravagant Belvadere quarter,
unearthing the best of the city's stunning Jugendstil
architecture, phenomenal museums and galleries and
beautiful parks in between. You'll find 3D aerial views of
Vienna’s most interesting districts, cutaways and floor plans
of all the major sites, and detailed listings of the best hotels
and restaurants in Vienna for all budgets. The guide includes
four 'Great Days Out' in Vienna and extensive practical
information and insider tips from shopping and entertainment
to choosing the most appetizing Austrian cuisine. Whether
you are shopping in Kärntner Strasse, exploring the historic
Pater forest or strolling through Vienna’s less-explored
districts on one of the guide's specially devised walking tours,
the DK Eyewitness Guide to Vienna is indispensable. Don’t
miss a thing on your vacation with the DK Eyewitness Vienna.
A wealth of culture, Vienna puts art, music and theatre at
center stage. Whether you want to explore the stunning
Schönbrunn Palace and Gardens, indulge in a slice of
sachertorte at one of the city's grand cafés or see Gustav
Klimt's masterpieces at the Belvedere, your DK Eyewitness
travel guide makes sure you experience all that Vienna has to
offer. Steeped in imperial splendor, Vienna delights at every
turn. From Roman Ruins at the foot of the Hofburg to the
tallest tower of Gothic Stephansdom, the city's landmarks are
a testament to its rich history. No list of Vienna's treasures
would be complete without its magnificent museums and
world-famous classical music. Our regularly updated guide
brings Vienna to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed
information on all the must-see sights, inspiring photography,
and our trademark illustrations. You'll discover: - our pick of
Vienna's must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems - the
best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay - detailed maps and
walks which make navigating the city easy - easy-to-follow
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itineraries - expert advice: get ready, get around and stay
safe - color-coded chapters to every part of Vienna, from
Stephansdom Quarter to Schottenring, Hofburg Quarter to
Belvedere Quarter Want the best of Vienna in your pocket?
Try our DK Eyewitness Top 10 Vienna.
Discover Paris - a city synonymous with art, fashion,
gastronomy, and culture. Whether you want to be awed by
iconic landmarks, lose yourself in the Louvre, or shop till you
drop, your DK Eyewitness travel e-guide makes sure you
experience all that Paris has to offer. Paris is a treasure trove
of things to see and do. Includes full of world-famous palaces,
museums, and galleries, the city shines with opulence and
elegance. But Parisians know that there is more to life than
glitz and glamour. Simpler pleasures are offered in
abundance - think tiny winding streets, quirky old bookshops,
and centuries-old cafés. Our annually updated e-guide brings
Paris to life, transporting you there like no other travel guide
does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on
practically every page, and our trademark illustrations. You'll
discover: - our pick of Paris' must-sees, top experiences, and
hidden gems - the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay detailed maps and walks which make navigating the country
easy - easy-to-follow itineraries - expert advice: get ready, get
around, and stay safe - colour-coded chapters to every part of
Paris, from Champs-Élysées to Belleville, Montmartre to
Montparnasse Want the best of Paris in your pocket? Try our
Top 10 Paris for top 10 lists to all-things Paris.
Now available in ePub format. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Top 10 Malta and Gozo will lead you straight to the very best
this region has to offer. Whether you're looking for the things
not to miss at the Top 10 sights or the liveliest nightlife, this
fully updated guide with map is the perfect pocket-sized
companion. The guide is divided by area with restaurant
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reviews for each, as well as recommendations for hotels,
bars, and places to shop. Rely on dozens of Top 10 lists-from
the Top 10 museums to the Top 10 events and festivals.
There's even a list of the Top 10 things to avoid. You'll find
the insider knowledge you need to explore every corner of
this region with DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Malta
and Gozo and map.
Discover two cities for the price of one. Whether you want to
take a dip in mineral-rich thermal baths, step back in time on
the cobbled streets of Castle Hill or enjoy cheap drinks in the
city's ruin pubs, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure
you experience all that Budapest has to offer. Gazing at each
other across the Danube, the city's two halves have their own
distinct characters. While Buda is famous for its incredible
medieval architecture, Pest is bursting at the seams with
historic cafes and vibrant neighborhoods. Our recently
updated guide brings Budapest to life, transporting you there
like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights and
advice, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see sights,
photographs on practically every page, and our hand-drawn
illustrations which place you inside the city's iconic buildings
and neighborhoods. You'll discover: - our pick of Budapest's
must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems - the best spots
to eat, drink, shop and stay - detailed maps and walks which
make navigating the city easy - easy-to-follow itineraries expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe - colorcoded chapters to every part of Budapest, from Gellért Hill
and Tabán to Southern Pest, Belváros to Víziváros Want the
best of Budapest in your pocket? Try out DK Eyewitness Top
10 Budapest.
The Eyewitness Travel Guide provides detailed, practical
information and expert recommendations. It has information
about Spain’s country, historical, and cultural sides and
includes features about food, wine, beaches and festivals.
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Check the Traveler’s Needs section for restaurant and hotel
recommendations and the Survival Guide has tips on
everything from transport to using the telephone system. The
Eyewitness Travel Guide helps you to get the most out of
your visit. Annually revised and updated with beautiful new
photos, illustrations, and maps, this guide includes
information on local customs, currency, medical services, and
transportation. Consistently chosen over the competition in
national consumer market research. A new look from DK
Eyewitness Travel, more hotels and restaurants and
improved maps!
Now available in ePub format. DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel
Guide: Vienna will lead you straight to the very best on offer.
Whether you're looking for the things not to miss at the Top
10 sights, or want to find the best nightspots; this guide is the
perfect companion. Rely on dozens of Top 10 lists - from the
Top 10 museums to the Top 10 events and festivals - there's
even a list of the Top 10 things to avoid. The guide is divided
by area with restaurant reviews for each, as well as
recommendations for hotels, bars and places to shop. You'll
find the insider knowledge every visitor needs and explore
every corner effortlessly with DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel
Guide: Vienna. DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide: Vienna showing you what others only tell you.
DK Eyewitness Back Roads Germany driving holiday guide
will take you via scenic routes to discover charming villages,
local restaurants and intimate places to stay. Unearth the real
soul of this magical region with all the practical information
you could need, from road conditions and length of drive to
parking information and opening hours. Twenty-five themed
drives, each lasting one to seven days, reveal breathtaking
views, hidden gems and authentic local experiences that can
only be discovered by road. Each tour is bursting with insider
knowledge and loaded with ideas for varied activities from
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walks to days on the beach and children's attractions, to wine
and cycling trips. Meanwhile, the most friendly, best-value
hotels and guesthouses and charming restaurants
specialising in regional produce have been selected by expert
authors. The guide is full-colour throughout. Discover the
unexpected on your driving holiday with DK Eyewitness Back
Roads Germany. Now available in PDF format.
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and
Healthy Travel e-book with the purchase of this guidebook!
Go to fodors.com for details.Written by locals, Fodor's travel
guides have been offering expert advice for all tastes and
budgets for more than 80 years. With its sophisticated culture,
rich history, and abundant beauty (both natural and manmade), Europe is a top destination for travelers. But for those
with limited time who want more guidance on must-sees, this
book covers the top spots and must-see sights in 25
countries. This travel guide includes: · Dozens of maps ·An
8-page color insert with a brief introduction and spectacular
photos that capture the top experiences and attractions
throughout Europe · Hundreds of hotel and restaurant
recommendations, with Fodor's Choice designating our top
picks · Multiple itineraries to explore the top attractions and
what’s off the beaten path · Major sights such as the Eiffel
Tower, Ancient Agora, the Trevi Fountain, Park Guell, and the
Dolmabahce Palace · Coverage of Austria, Belgium, Croatia,
Czech Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland,
Italy, The Netherlands, Portugal, Scandinavia and the Baltic
States, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom
Planning to focus your trip more? Check out Fodor's country
and city guides across the continent including Croatia,
England, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Ireland, Portugal,
Scotland, Spain, Switzerland as well as Amsterdam, London,
Paris, Prague, Rome, Vienna, and more.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Austria takes you by the hand,
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leading you straight to the best attractions the country has to
offer. DK's insider travel tips and essential local information
will help you discover the best of Austria, from the
breathtaking Alpine scenery to the country's imperial castles
and palaces. Discover one of the world's greatest collections
of art in Vienna, visit Mozart's house in Salzburg, or go skiing
and snowboarding in Innsbruck, a world-renowned location
for winter sports. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Austria. + Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss" destination
highlights at a glance. + Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of
important sights. + Floor plans and guided visitor information
for major museums. + Guided walking tours, local drink and
dining specialties to try, things to do, and places to eat, drink,
and shop by area. + Area maps marked with sights. +
Detailed city map of Vienna includes street finder indexes for
easy navigation. + Insights into history and culture to help you
understand the stories behind the sights. + Hotel and
restaurant listings highlight DK Choice special
recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs,
hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate
every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Austria truly shows
you this country as no one else can.
Take a relaxing trip to Amsterdam and experience its fantastic
bike rides, museums, coffee shops, and much much more,
with this fantastic travel guide from DK Whether you want to
cruise the reflective waterways, wonder at the works of the
Old Masters in the Rijksmuseum, or cycle through the bulb
fields, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you
experience all that Amsterdam has to offer. Inside the pages
of this Amsterdam travel guide, you'll discover: - Our pick of
Amsterdam's must-sees, top experiences, hidden gems, and
the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay - Detailed maps
and walks make navigating the city easy - Easy-to-follow
itineraries to help you plan your trip - Expert advice and travel
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tips to help you get ready, get around and stay safe - Colorcoded chapters to every part of Amsterdam, from the Central
Canal Ring to the Museum Quarter and Plantage to Noord Available in a handy format that is lightweight and portable
Add the Netherlands to your bucket list! Plan your trip to this
world-class city and enjoy its relaxed culture, craft breweries,
and awe-inspiring museums and art galleries. This updated
city guide brings Amsterdam to life with expert-led insights,
trusted travel advice, and detailed breakdowns of all the mustsee sights. Stunning photographs and hand-drawn
illustrations will take you through this iconic city. Take a walk
past the perfectly preserved 17th-century canal-side
mansions and explore the streets that are awash with cuttingedge art, theatre, and food. Families will also find a huge mix
of attractions and activities that will keep the kids entertained.
DK Eyewitness Amsterdam has been updated regularly to
make sure the information is as up-to-date as possible
following the COVID-19 outbreak. For more than two
decades, DK Eyewitness guides have helped travelers
experience the world through the history, art, architecture,
and culture of their destinations. Expert travel writers and
researchers provide independent advice, recommendations,
and reviews. Discover guidebooks to hundreds of places
around the globe!
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Austria is your indispensable
guide to this beautiful country. The fully updated guide
includes unique cutaways, floor plans, and reconstructions of
the must-see sights, plus street-by-street maps of cities and
towns. DK's insider travel tips and essential local information
will help you discover the best of this country region-byregion, from local festivals and markets to day trips around
the countryside. Detailed listings will guide you to hotels,
restaurants, bars, and shops for all budgets, while practical
information will help you to get around by train, bus, or car.
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What's new in DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: -New itineraries
based on length of stay, regional destinations, and themes.
-Brand -new hotel and restaurants listings including DK's
Choice recommendations. -Restaurant locations plotted on
redrawn area maps and listed with sights. -Redesigned and
refreshed interiors make the guides even easier to read. With
hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations,
and custom maps that brighten every page, DK Eyewitness
Travel Guide: Austria truly shows you this country as no one
else can. Now available in PDF format.
Germany promises an array of famous sights and hidden
gems. Whether you want to visit Bavaria's captivating castles,
walk the medieval streets of Rothenburg ob der Tauber or
enjoy sublime classical music in concert, your DK Eyewitness
travel guide makes sure you experience all that Germany has
to offer. Boasting some of Europe's finest lakes and no fewer
than 16 national parks, this country is a haven for outdoor
enthusiasts. But Germany is also synonymous with art and
culture, which can be experienced at its world-class galleries
and museums. Our regularly updated guide brings Germany
to life, transporting you there like no other travel guide does
with expert-led insights and advice, detailed information on all
the must-see sights, inspiring photography, and our
trademark illustrations. You'll discover: - our pick of
Germany's must-sees, top experiences, and hidden gems the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay - detailed maps
and walks which make navigating the country easy - easy-tofollow itineraries - expert advice: get ready, get around and
stay safe - color-coded chapters to every part of Germany,
from Berlin to Munich, Saxony to Hesse Want the best of
Germany in your pocket? Try our top 10 guides to Berlin and
Munich.
Planning your trip to Croatia? Look no further. Whether you
want to walk the medieval walls of scene-stealing Dubrovnik,
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sail from one idyllic island to another, or café-hop around
artsy Zagreb, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure
you experience all Croatia has to offer. Croatia is a country of
rich heritage and spectacular surroundings - think tranquil
coastline and breathtaking national parks, historic sites and
modern art museums. Our newly updated guide brings all of
this - and more - to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on
practically every page, and our trademark illustrations. You'll
discover: - our pick of Croatia's must-sees, top experiences,
and hidden gems - the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay
- more than 600 photographs and illustrations - detailed maps
and walks, which make navigating the country easy - easy-tofollow itineraries - more than 10 detailed maps - expert
advice: get ready, get around, and stay safe - color-coded
chapters to every part of Croatia, from Dubrovnik to Split,
Pula to Zagreb Have less time or on a city break? Try our
pocket-friendly Top 10 guide to Dubrovnik and the Dalmatian
Coast for a detailed breakdown of Croatia's charming city.
Find your corner of Rome with this essential travel guide,
designed to help you create your own unique trip and to
transport you to this great city before you've even packed
your case - step back in time at the Roman Forum and
Colosseum, get a bird's eye view of Rome from the top of the
Victor Emmanuel Monument, or relax in Villa Borghese park.
The DK Eyewitness Guide to Rome covers the must-see
sights and the hidden corners, so you won't miss a thing. Gorgeous, all-new color photography so you can imagine
yourself there - Reasons to love Rome: beautiful piazzas,
spectacular art, ancient monuments, lively local markets,
heavenly ice cream - what will yours be? - See Rome from a
different angle - 20 pages of fresh ideas for exploring the city
- A year-long calendar of events in Rome gives a selection of
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local events and festivals for all seasons - Expert advice
covers the practical stuff: get ready, get around and stay safe
- Over 17 detailed, color maps help you navigate Rome with
ease - Expert tips to make memories that last - where to snap
and share the perfect photo, take in stunning views and
escape the crowds - The most authentic places to stay, eat,
drink and shop - Easy-to-follow walks and itineraries take you
on a tour of each area, with plenty of eat and drink stops en
route. - Hand-drawn illustrations show the inside of the mustsee attractions, including St Peter's Basilica, the Palatine and
the Pantheon - Covers Capitol; Forum and Palatine; Piazza
della Rotonda; Piazza Navona; Piazza di Spagna and Villa
Borghese; Campo de' Fiori; Quirinal and Monti; Esquiline;
Lateran; Caracalla; Aventine; Trastevere; Janiculum; Vatican;
and Via Veneto; plus sights beyond the old city walls,
including day trips further afield DK Eyewitness Travel Guide
Rome is a detailed, easy-to-use guide designed to help you
create your own unique trip. Staying for longer? Try our DK
Eyewitness Guide to Italy.
Francophiles and Paris buffs will find something new and
fascinating in this timeless guidebook, filed with sites,
passageways, hotels, shops, and more What if—walking
around Paris—instead of seeing only the Paris of 2017, you
glimpsed Paris in Revolutionary times? Or Paris when it was
home to 80,000 horses; or Paris lit by gaslight; or medieval
Paris? What if—walking down a block in Paris—you recognized
the signs, mosaics, pieces of hardware, and architectural
details as relics of many centuries that have stories to tell of
past eras? This is what Curiosities of Paris reveals. Each of
the book’s 800 photos of unique locations and architectural
oddities—as well as utilitarian objects whose functions have
long been obscured with the passage of time—discloses a
previously unnoticed city. Even those who know Paris well
might never have registered the thousands of details on every
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street that testify to the enduring presence of the past: the
solar cannon at Invalides, street signs with the word “saint”
and all fleur-de-lys removed; the unique features of Parisian
street lighting. You’ll never look at an elm tree the same way
again. And, with Curiosities of Paris as your guide, you’ll feel
very in-the-know as you walk down the Champs-Élysées past
all the auto dealerships. Organized by subject—including
fountains and wells; centuries-old shop signs; vestiges of
wars and ancient Egypt; hotels of legend; remarkable trees;
sundials and meridians; equestrian Paris; romantic ruins;
unusual tombs, stairways, and passageways; religious relics;
mosaics; public barometers and thermometers; and hundreds
more urban elements and anachronisms—the book also
includes three themed walks (along the city’s ancient walls,
in the steps of Quasimodo, and through the French
Revolution), as well as an index of street names. This
absorbing compendium is an essential addition to the library
of the armchair traveler and flâneur alike.

Get your passport ready and your vacation planner out!
This book contains over 100 destinations to choose from,
brought to life through stunning photography. Maybe you
want to know the finest place to go to in June, or you
want to know the best time of year to witness a natural
wonder, enjoy a festival or go on an action-adventure.
This book will help you plan the ultimate experience.
Each month of the year has a dedicated chapter, so
you'll know the perfect travel destination for that time of
year. Perhaps you're looking for a place to have a June
honeymoon, a September wedding anniversary getaway
or a March birthday adventure - there are over 100
destinations listed to spark your vacation dreams.
Discover when to explore Costa Rica's rainforests,
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journey into the clouds in Nepal, sail between Croatia's
cypress-clad islands or gaze at the saw-toothed crags of
Canada's Rocky Mountains. Learn about just the right
moment to see the cherry blossoms bloom in Japan, or
the reindeer in Lapland. Maybe you want to know when
you can visit the Hawaiian island of Kauai or the ruins of
ancient Lycia all to yourself? Vibrant photographs bring
these destinations a little bit closer to home, so you can
imagine yourself there. There's a stimulating narrative
describing the glorious locations and activities. This
coffee table book has tips to help you plan your vacation
with helpful information like the closest international
airports, how to get around and the average temperature
for the month. Just in case you can't make it that month,
the book includes another month that is equally pleasant
and worthwhile. Unforgettable trips for every month This
book has everything you need to choose an exciting
place to spend your vacation and the best possible time
of year to go. You can find the perfect place to visit no
matter when you want to travel, so you can create and
collect special memories. This book makes a wonderful
wedding gift, with many honeymoon ideas. Let us be
your travel guide! - Holiday destinations, month by
month. - Glorious photos to inspire you. - Helpful
narrative to help you imagine being there yourself.
Now available in PDF format. The DK Eyewitness
Switzerland Travel Guide is your indispensible guide to
this beautiful part of the world. The fully updated guide
includes unique cutaways, floorplans and reconstructions
of the must-see sites, plus street-by-street maps of all
the fascinating cities and towns. The new-look guide is
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also packed with photographs and illustrations leading
you straight to the best attractions on offer. The uniquely
visual DK Eyewitness Travel guide will help you to
discover everything region-by-region; from local festivals
and markets to day trips around the countryside.
Detailed listings will guide you to the best hotels,
restaurants, bars and shops for all budgets, whilst
detailed practical information will help you to get around,
whether by train, bus or car. Plus, DK's excellent insider
tips and essential local information will help you explore
every corner of Switzerland effortlessly. DK Eyewitness
Switzerland Travel Guide - showing you what others only
tell you.
Looking for a travel companion on your trip to London?
This travel guide will make exploring Britain's easy and
fun. Whether you want to tread the footsteps of kings
and queens in Buckingham Palace, take in the bloody
history of the Tower of London, or explore one of the
city's numerous parks, your DK Eyewitness travel guide
makes sure you experience all that London has to offer.
Inside the pages of this London travel guide, you'll
discover: - Our pick of London's must-sees, top
experiences, hidden gems, and the best spots to eat,
drink, shop, and stay - Detailed maps and walks make
navigating the city easy - Easy-to-follow itineraries to
help you plan your trip - Expert advice and travel tips to
help you get ready, get around and stay safe - Colorcoded chapters to every part of London, from Mayfair to
Shoreditch, King's Cross to the South Bank - Available in
a handy format that is lightweight and portable Immerse
yourself in Great Britain's capital and see the home of
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Royalty, history, and culture like never before! This
updated city guide transports you to the best London has
to see and experience, through expert-led insights,
trusted travel advice, and detailed breakdowns planning
your trip to this iconic city will be a pleasure. Experience
your perfect adventure through the UK's most
cosmopolitan city! Dripping in pomp and tradition, see
the British Museum, Whitehall, and Westminster for their
iconic sights and regal architecture. Rest in the rolling
fields and peaceful woodlands of Hampstead Heath and
when the sun sets visit Soho for an evening out. DK
Eyewitness London has been updated regularly to make
sure the information is as up-to-date as possible
following the COVID-19 outbreak. For more than two
decades, DK Eyewitness guides have helped travelers
experience the world through the history, art,
architecture, and culture of their destinations. Expert
travel writers and researchers provide independent
advice, recommendations, and reviews. Discover
guidebooks to hundreds of places around the globe!
The DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Austria will lead you
straight to the best attractions the country has to offer.
Whether you’re exploring the museums in Vienna or
skiing in Styria, this guide provides all the insider tips
every visitor needs, with comprehensive listings of the
best hotels, restaurants, shops and nightlife for all
budgets. It’s fully illustrated and covers all the major
areas from Tyrol and Salzburger Land to Carinthia and
Burgenland. You'll find 3D cutaways and floorplans of all
the must-see sites - including Mariazell Church
Stephansdom Cathedral, and Schönbrunn – as well as
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street maps and reliable information about getting
around. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Austria explores
the culture, history and architecture, not missing the best
in entertainment, shopping, tours and scenic walks, in
this unique country. With all the sights and attractions
listed area by area, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Austria
is your essential companion. DK Eyewitness Travel
Guide Austria – showing you what others only tell you.
Your journey starts here. Featuring DK's much-loved
maps and illustrations, walks and information, plus all
new, full-color photography, this 100% updated guide to
Austria brings you the best of this cultural country in a
brand-new, lightweight format. What's inside? - full-color
photography, hand-drawn illustrations, and maps
throughout - easy-to-follow walks, drives, and itineraries our pick of Austria's must-sees, top experiences, and
hidden gems - insider tips and information: when to visit,
how to avoid the crowds, where to capture the perfect
photo, and more - the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and
stay - an area-by-area guide covering each corner of
Austria, from Vienna to Burgenland, Styria to Carinthia expert advice: get ready, get around, and stay safe Now
in paperback and printed on quality lightweight paper,
our Austria travel guide has been redesigned with you,
the traveller, in mind, so you can take it wherever you go.
Planning a city break? Try our DK Eyewitness Vienna.
Winner of the Travel Media Awards 2019 Guide of the
Year Whether you want to visit the iconic Empire State
Building, take a leisurely stroll through Central Park, or
sample the sublime cocktails in East Village, your DK
Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all
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that New York City has to offer. Dynamic and diverse,
New York City is bursting at the seams with unmissable
sights, mouth-watering cuisines, and truly unique
experiences. From the soaring skyscrapers of Manhattan
to the trendy bars of Brooklyn, the vibrant jazz clubs of
Harlem to the cobblestoned streets of SoHo, the city
offers everything in abundance. Our annually updated
guide brings New York City to life, transporting you there
like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights
and advice, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see
sights, photographs on practically every page, and our
trademark illustrations. You'll discover: - our pick of New
York City's must-sees, top experiences, and hidden
gems - the best spots to eat, drink, shop, and stay detailed maps and walks which make navigating the city
easy - easy-to-follow itineraries - expert advice: get
ready, get around, and stay safe - color-coded chapters
to every part of New York City from the Upper East Side
to Lower Manhattan, Chelsea to Chinatown Have less
time? Try our pocket-friendly Top 10 New York City for
top 10 lists to all things New York City.
Packed with photographs, illustrations, and detailed
maps, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Germany will lead
you straight to the very best of this beautiful country,
from its beautiful castles and cathedrals; popular beer
halls, festivals, and Christmas markets; to walks and
hikes through the countryside. This fully updated guide
includes 3-D illustrated cutaways and floor plans of mustsee sights, plus street-by-street maps of towns and
cities. Comprehensive listings showcase the best hotels,
resorts, restaurants, and nightlife in each region for all
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budgets. What's new in DK Eyewitness Travel Guides:
-New itineraries based on length of stay, regional
destinations, and themes. -Brand-new hotel and
restaurants listings including DK's Choice
recommendations. -Restaurant locations plotted on
redrawn area maps and listed with sights. -Redesigned
and refreshed interiors make the guides even easier to
read. With hundreds of full-color photographs, handdrawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate
every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Germany truly
shows you this country as no one else can. Now
available in PDF format.
Discover the Italian knack for la dolce vita. Whether you
want to explore the evocative ruins of an ancient empire,
traverse Tuscany's vineyard-cloaked hills, or simply sip
espresso and watch the world go by, your DK
Eyewitness travel e-guide makes sure you experience all
that Italy has to offer. From erupting volcanoes to
magnificent coastal scenery, this breath-taking country is
rich in natural beauty. And with more UNESCO World
Heritage Sites than anywhere else on Earth, there is no
better place to experience the glories of European art
and architecture. Of course, Italy is not only a
magnificent feast for the eyes; famous for some of the
world's finest food and wine, the country's vibrant
gastronomic traditions differ from one town to the next.
Our annually updated e-guide brings this captivating
country to life, transporting you there like no other travel
guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on
practically every page, and our trademark illustrations.
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You'll discover: - our pick of Italy's must-sees, top
experiences, and hidden gems - the best spots to eat,
drink, shop, and stay - detailed maps and walks make
navigating the country easy - easy-to-follow itineraries expert advice: get ready, get around, and stay safe color-coded chapters to every part of Italy, from Venice
and Rome, to Sicily and Sardinia Planning a city break?
Try our DK Eyewitness Rome or the pocket-friendly Top
10 Rome for top 10 lists to all things Rome.
This area offers everything from historic sights to
stunning natural scenery. Whether you want to take a
ferry out to the infamous Alcatraz Island, weekend in the
Wine Country or hike through the Muir woods, your DK
Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all
that San Francisco and the Bay Area have to offer. A city
famed for its seven steep hills, San Francisco's peaks
offer unparalleled views over its diverse neighbourhoods,
from the historic houses of Alamo to the lantern-adorned
alleys of Chinatown. In the surrounding Bay Area,
visitors will find lush vineyards, picturesque towns and
breathtaking natural wonders. Our newly updated guide
brings San Francisco and the Bay Area to life,
transporting you there like no other travel guide does
with expert-led insights and advice, detailed information
on all the must-see sights, inspiring photography and our
trademark illustrations. You'll discover: - our pick of San
Francisco and the Bay Area's must-sees, top
experiences and hidden gems - the best spots to eat,
drink, shop and stay - detailed maps and walks which
make navigating the region easy - easy-to-follow
itineraries - expert advice: get ready, get around and stay
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safe - color-coded chapters to every part of San
Francisco and the Bay Area Want the best of San
Francisco in your pocket? Try our DK Eyewitness Top 10
San Francisco. Seeing more of the state? Try our DK
Eyewitness California.
Switzerland is small in size, big on experience Whether
you want to hit the slopes, join the Swiss in their national
pastime of hut-to-hut hiking or take a scenic railway
journey of a lifetime, your DK Eyewitness travel guide
makes sure you experience all that Switzerland has to
offer. Awash with magical sights and exhilarating
activities, Switzerland's small size is hidden with its
beguiling charms. In a single day, visitors can encounter
breathtaking glaciers, high altitude lakes and iconic
mountains - and still be back in time for fondue and
schnapps. Our newly updated guide brings Switzerland
to life, transporting you there like no other travel guide
does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed
information on all the must-see sights, inspiring
photography and our trademark illustrations. You'll
discover: - our pick of Switzerland's must-sees, top
experiences, and hidden gems - the best spots to eat,
drink, shop, and stay - detailed maps and walks which
make navigating the country easy - easy-to-follow
itineraries - expert advice: get ready, get around, and
stay safe - color-coded chapters to every part of
Switzerland, from Bern to Zürich, Valais to Geneva
A regal city frozen in time. Whether you want to enjoy a
coffee in Kraków's iconic market square, explore the
cavernous Wieliczka salt mine or simply indulge on
moreish Pierogi, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes
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sure you experience all that Kraków has to offer. Winding
medieval streets, monumental palaces, soaring gothic
spires and an imposing castle overlooking the city Kraków is a historic gem. This stunning array of medieval
architecture belies the city's cosmopolitan vibrancy;
Kraków abounds with atmospheric pubs, trendy wine
bars and an excellent assortment of eateries serving up
delectable Polish delicacies. Our newly updated guide
brings Kraków to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights and advice,
detailed information on all the must-see sights, inspiring
photography and our trademark illustrations. You'll
discover: -our pick of Kraków's must-sees, top
experiences and hidden gems -the best spots to eat,
drink, shop and stay -detailed maps and walks which
make navigating the country easy -easy-to-follow
itineraries -expert advice: get ready, get around and stay
safe -colour-coded chapters to every part of the Krakóv,
from the Old Town to Kazimierz, Wawel Hill to Piasek
Touring the country? Try our DK Eyewitness Poland.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Vienna will lead
you straight to the very best this city has to offer. The
guide is divided by area with restaurant reviews for each,
as well as recommendations for hotels, bars and places
to shop. Rely on dozens of Top 10 lists -- from the Top
10 museums to the Top 10 events and festivals. There's
even a list of the Top 10 things to avoid. Whether you're
looking for the things not to miss at the Top 10 sights or
want to find the best nightspots, this guide is the perfect
pocket-sized companion. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Top 10 Vienna contains a pull-out map and guide that
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includes fold-out maps, useful phone numbers, and 60
great ideas on how to spend a day in Vienna.
The ideal travel companion, full of insider advice on what
to see and do, plus detailed itineraries and
comprehensive maps for exploring this impressive
imperial city. Explore the beautiful Schönbrunn Palace
and Gardens, watch the elegant horses at the Spanish
Riding School, or marvel at Gustav Klimt masterpieces at
the Belvedere: everything you need to know is clearly
laid out within color-coded chapters. Discover the best of
Vienna with this indispensable travel guide. Inside DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide Vienna: - Over 20 color maps,
plus a Vienna subway guide, help you navigate with
ease - Simple layout makes it easy to find the
information you need - Comprehensive tours and
itineraries of Vienna designed for every interest and
budget - Illustrations and floor plans show the inside of
extensive Hofburg Complex, diverse MuseumsQuartier
Wien, State Opera House, and more - Color photographs
of imperial palaces, formal gardens, incredible
architecture, masterpiece-filled museums, Bohemian
coffeehouses, and more - Detailed chapters, with area
maps, cover Stephansdom Quarter, Hofburg Quarter,
Schottenring and Alsergrund, Museum and Town Hall
Quarter, Opera and Naschmarkt, Belvedere Quarter, and
beyond - Historical and cultural context gives you a
richer travel experience: learn about this city's
fascinating history and culture, musical heritage,
traditional festivals, Austrian dishes and desserts, shops
and markets, theater and dance, and more - Essential
travel tips--our expert choices of where to stay, eat,
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shop. and sightsee, plus useful phrases and visa and
health information DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Vienna
is a detailed, easy-to-use guide designed to help you get
the most from your visit to Vienna. DK Eyewitness: Silver
award winner in the Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards
for Guidebook Series 2018. "No other guide whets your
appetite quite like this one." --The Independent On a city
break? Try our DK Eyewitness Travel Top 10 Vienna.
About DK Eyewitness Travel: DK's highly visual
Eyewitness guides show you what others only tell you,
with easy-to-read maps, tips, and tours to inform and
enrich your holiday. DK is the world's leading illustrated
reference publisher, producing beautifully designed
books for adults and children in more than 120 countries.
The DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Austria is your
indispensable guide to this beautiful part of the world.
The fully updated guide includes unique cutaways,
floorplans and reconstructions of the must-see sites, plus
street-by-street maps of all the fascinating cities and
towns. The new-look guide is also packed with
photographs and illustrations leading you straight to the
best attractions on offer. The DK Eyewitness Travel
Guide: Austria will help you to discover everything regionby-region; from local festivals and markets to day trips
around the countryside. Detailed listings will guide you to
the best hotels, restaurants, bars and shops for all
budgets, whilst detailed practical information will help
you to get around, whether by train, bus or car. Plus,
DK's excellent insider tips and essential local information
will help you explore every corner of Austria effortlessly.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Austria showing you what
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others only tell you.
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